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Warning to Twilight fans: Edward&apos;s TwilightÂ  is merciless in its good natured mockery of

Twilight. Not endorsed by Stephenie Meyer.Â Â Â Â Edward&apos;s TwilightÂ  has been &apos;s

#1 TRUE Twilight parody for the past 3 years.What  reviewers say about Edward&apos;s

Twilight:"Awesome and the twist at the end was amazing." - "Clever and witty dialogue, very good

parody." - "This book is awesome." - "Finally, a parody that really &apos;gets&apos; Twilight." -

"Really clever." - "Kept me entertained and well written." - "A very good parody." - "It wasn&apos;t

what I expected, but it was still amazing." - "Well written and downright hilarious." - "Excellent

parody of Twilight." - "It must be good my teenager hasn&apos;t put it down." - "Edward&apos;s

Twilight was awesome." - "The ending is very cool." - "Creative and funny." - "Hilarious and spot on,

the author did a good job." - "I love Twilight but this book was a great parody." - "The author&apos;s

use of synonyms just slayed me. Priceless." - "Well written and very humorous." - "I love a good

parody and this is a GREAT one!" - "The parody is flawless." - "This novel is a parody and a very

good one." - "5 stars baby! I love the ending." "Great read and highly recommended." - "I love

Twilight but this is hilarious." - "Very funny and creative." - "I&apos;ve read a few Twilight parodies,

this is the best." - "Would recommend this book to any Twilight fan that can take a joke." - "This

parody was hilarious and spot on."BOOK DESCRIPTIONEdward&apos;s Twilight is a wickedly

irreverent parody of Stephenie Meyer&apos;s Twilight, and is the first and only book to tell

Edward&apos;s version of Twilight. Far more faithful to the original story than any other book,

Edward&apos;s Twilight is the first true Twilight parody. Set in the eccentric town of Full Moon,

Washington, the alternate universe of Twilight&apos;s Forks, and narrated by Edward Cullen

himself in the voice of his alter ego, Edwin Dullen, Edward&apos;s Twilight entertainingly recreates

Meyer&apos;s vampire tale as Edwin Dullen and girlfriend Jezebella Penguin perfectly and

mercilessly spoof the wacky relationship between Edward Cullen and Bella Swan. Nothing is off

limits as Edwin and Jezebella offer witty and critical commentary on Meyer&apos;s characters,

writing, and all things Twilight.
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I knew this was a parody when I bought it, however I thought it would be a good parody. Turns out

it's so silly I felt like I was wasting my time on this one. Seems to be from the point of a second

grader and a vulgar one at that! Even 2.99 is too much for this book. Just say no. Just no

It was poorly written, the humor did not appeal to me and I, foolishly did not read enough of the

reviews and description to know what I would be getting. Oh well, live and learn.

I know it's a parody but not a good one. I couldn't even finish the first chapter. Don't buy it.

This book was a disappointment, I agree that as a parody there were many parts that were clever

and funny but I feel the author should have taken more time and didn't cop out with that ending.

That type of ending has been done to death and ruined the rest of the well written book for me.

If there was an option for 0 stars, I woulda picked that.Awful book.. horribly written and cheesy. I

only made it about halfway and that was more then enough. Chapter one you can tell it's ridiculously

stupid. Waste of time that I won't get back.

It's silly and made me laugh, but I think the author tried to hard to make fun of an already easy



character to make fun of (not from the Twilight books(I loved the books), but the movies).

Horrible!! I enjoy, no I love, a good parody, but this does not even come close!! I couldn't get past

page 29!

I bought the book before I realized it wasn't written by Meyer . Then I read the reviews and didn't

like what I read. So I really haven't read it yet but then, I really don't like those types of books. I

shouldn't have read more about it first. Live and learn. Now I make sure I read the samples and

reviews before I buy.
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